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lNTRODUCTlON 

ONE FIELD of problems involving the combined effects of 
Stefan flow and fog formation is the evaporation of molten 
metals into much colder gases. The enhancement of induc- 
tion-heated iron/nickel alloys evaporation into stagnant 
helium by fog formation has been described theoretically by 
Turkdogan [I], Rosner [2] and Hills and Szekely [3, 41, and 
investigated experimentally by Turkdogan and Mills [5]. In 
some experiments Toop [6] also found that metal evapor- 
ation occurs at rates considerably higher than those predicted 
by conventional mass transfer correlations. 

The former two investigators treated supersaturation in 
the gas in terms of a ‘critical supersaturation model’ (CSM). 
In both papers the assumption was made that the tem- 
perature field in the stagnant tilm is undisturbed by fog 
formation and therefore remains a linear function of the 
coordinate. This representation of the process is allowed only 
ir. cases where the vapour is extremely dilute. 

On the basis of a combined analysis of the energy and 
diffusion equations, coupled with the basic saturation con- 
dition (thus excluding supersaturation), Hills and Szekely 
[4] obtained good agreement with the experimental data of 
Turkdogan and Mills [5]. In all the discussed analyses of 
iron/nickel alloys evaporation, however, Stefan flow in the 
considered transferring film was not taken into account. 
despite the fact that Rosner [2] and Hills and Szekely [4] 
mentioned that Stefan flow cannot be neglected for tem- 
peratures above 2000°C. 

To provide a rather more rigorous representation of the 
process, the procedure suggested by Brouwers [7] for the 
combined erects of Stefan flow and the condensation mech- 
anism is applied in this note. First, the existence and mag- 
nitude of a fog layer is determined. Next, the mass transfer 
correction factor that reckons with both fog iormation and 
Stefan Row is applied to the process. This correction factor 
followed from the asymptotic approximation solution of the 
energy and dilTusion equations, coupled by the saturation 
condition, of a stagnant film including fog formation and 
Stefan flow (referred to as ‘induced velocity’). Furthermore, 
the compound correction factor of Brouwers [8] is also 
employed to assess said effects. This correction factor orig- 
inates from a multiplication of the classical film model cur- 
rection factor for Stefan flow by the.fog film model correction 
factor for fog only. 

t Present address: Department of Civil Engineering, 
Twente University, P.O. Box 217, 7.500 AE Enschede, The 
Netherlands. 

FORMULATION 

A stagnant helium lihn next to an iron and or nickel 
evaporating wall is considered. At the liquid surface (y = 0) 
the iron/nickel (or vapour) mass fraction is c, and the tem- 
perature f,. At a distance 6, the bulk vapour mass fraction 
ch is attained, and at a distance 6, the bulk temperature I,. 
As both the vapour pressures and moiecular masses of iron 
and nickel are very similar, the approximation of Hills and 
Szekely [4] is adopted by considering the evaporation of pure 
nickel only. 

The first step is to examine whether fog is formed in part 
or all of the film. To this end, the slope condition of Brouwers 
[7] is utilized to verify if supersaturation takes place 

where interface vapour fraction c, = F(r,). The saturation 
line F(l) follows from the thermally perfect gas law and 
Gibbs-Dalton’s law 

F(r) = 
M,P,(O 

MvPv(~)+M,(P,“,=civP,O) 
(2) 

The total absolute pressure P,,, of the nickel-helium mixture 
considered amounts to I atm (= 1.01325 bar) and the hulk 
properties concerned are : lh = 77°C. c,, = 0. The molecular 
mass M, of nickel and M, of helium are 58.71 and 4.00 
kg kmol-‘, respectively. The liquid saturation pressuie of 
nickel, In (P,/[bar]) = 32.41 - 5 I 578/T/[K] -2.01 In (T/w]), 
taken from Smithells [Y], is applicable since [, > 1500°C. 
which is well above the melting point of nickel (Z 1455’C). 

In view of the fact that Le is close to unity (typically 
Lu = 2.2, see Rosner [2], this value is used throughout this 
note) and the absence of externally imposed flow, the 
aooroximation 6. = 6, is aDDiicdble. The saecilic heat of the 

.  .  .  1. 

mixture follows from the expression for perfect monatomic 
gases : 

5R 

cp = 2M (3) 

where R is the universal gas constant, R = 8316.94 J kmol- ’ 
K- ‘. The mean molecular mass M is evaluated with the help 
of the arithmetic mean of the mole fractions of nickel and 
helium at the interface and bulk. The specific heat c,,.” of 
nickel readily follows from equation (3) when M = M, is 
substituted. With Le. cp and cp,” determined, Le, is now 
specified. For the entire ri range examined, 1500°C < li 
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nickel mass fraction 
specific heat [J kg ’ K ‘1 
saturation vapour mass fraction 
relation between c and I in superheated region 
latent heat of condensation [J kg- ‘1 
Lewis number, k/~c~U 
modified Lewis number. li/l”;.$ IID 
mass of I kmol of substance [kg] 
pressure [bar] 
universal gas constant [J kmol ’ K ‘1 
absolute tcmpcraturc [K] 
temperdturc [ C] 
coordinate normal to wall [ml. 

Greek symbols 
ls‘. dilTusional lilm thickness [m] 
4 thermal lilm thickness [m] 
0 ‘., mass transfer correction faclor. 

Subscripts 

;: 
border of saturated and superhcatcd region 
bulk 

i interface 
II non-condensables 
101 total 
V vapour. 

< 2500 C, equation (I) revealed that supersaturation is 
assured. 

The next step is to determine the boundary of the 
saturated region (0 < j’ < 6,) and superheated region 
(6,, < J’ Q S, = 6,) in the flm with the help of the tangency 
condition of ref. [7]: 

(4) 

where I, and c,, denote the temperature and vapour mass 
fraction at the boundary of both regions (J, = 6,). Equation 
(4) is based on the requirement that I, c. d//d?, and dc/dj 
are continuous at .r = 6,,. Applying this equation yields as 
boundary of saturated and superheated region 1, = 79.5”C 
and (; = F(/,) z 0. Since I, 2 15OO’C the conclusion can be 
drawn that (I,, c,,) z (/,,, c,,) and hence 6,/S, = 6,/a, z I : so 
that an entire fog film is obtained. This feature has in fact 
been implicitly assumed by Hills and Szekely [4]? which now 
appears to be correct a posteriori. Furthermore, Brouwers 
[IO1 proved that a superheated region in the saturated region 
is not possible. so that an entirely fogging lilm is ensured. 

Just as Hills and Szekely [4], the saturation condition 
has been assumed to prevail in the supersaturated film. the 
vapour mass fraction being expressed by equation (2). In the 
vicinity of the wall the fog droplets are indeed in a liquid 
state since the temperature exceeds the melting temperature 
there. By Turkdogan [I] it was furthermore discussed that 
the droplets remain also in a liquid state at temperatures of 
3004OO‘C below the melting temperature. As the coupled 
heat and mass transfer is governed in the vicinity of the 
surface, and the difference between liquid and solid vapour 
pressure is modest for I < I 100’ C, the liquid vapour pressure 
can therefore be taken to prevail in the entire film. 

The asymptotic mass transfer correction factor for the 
elTect of injection and fog formation (‘equation (43)’ and 
‘equation (44)’ from Brouwers [7]) yields : 

For (‘, << I equation (5) is approximated by 

@,,, =-A - (6) 

When Lr = I is substituted this correction faclor clearly 
corresponds with S/r/Nu (Nrr z 3) of Hills and Szekely [4] 
(‘equation (14)‘. in which the second bracket of the numer- 
ator should be placed after the last term). For c, dF/d/, 2 0 
equation (6) further reduces to 

@‘., = !c ! ! !  g 
(‘8 ‘8 

(7) 

which corresponds to j;;,;,,/j& (‘equation (17)’ where Y’ = 
I) of Rosner [2] when c,~’ dF/d/, = Fm ‘(I,) dF/d/, z 
P;‘(c) x dP,/dT, is substituted. 

The effect of Stefan Row and fog formation on the evap- 
oration process can also be described with the compound 
fog film model correction factor of Brouwers [8]. Applying 
this correction factor yields : 

@,., = (8) 

One can verify that equations (5) and (8) become identical 
for c, tending to zero. Note that to compute the compound 
correction factor it is, unlike the asymptotic correction 
factor, no longer necessary to determine the boundary of 
superheated and saturated regions. 

- c, 

-Le’-ci-Hk! LdF c, 
‘;A cr., 1 -cm df ,, 

The approximate solution can be applied as both H,Jc,,, 
and Le,, are large; H,,,/c,,, 2 18000 K (H,,, = 6.38 x lOh J RESULTS 

kg- ‘, see Smithells 191) and 17 < Lr cp/c,,, c Le, < 33 (cp Both the resulting asymptotic and the compound cor- 
depends on li). By Brouwers [7] it was demonstrated that rection factors for evaporation are now calculated for inter- 
for moderate temperatures and vapour mass fractions, here face temperatures raaging from 1500 up to 2500°C as drawn 
fi d 2500°C and c, G 0.66. the accuracy of the asymptotic in Fig. I. In this figure also the experimental data of Turk- 
solution improves with larger H,,,,/c,,, and Le,,. dogan and Mills [5] and the theoretical CSM predictions of 
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FIG. I. Mass transfer correction factors for nickel evaporation into helium for various interface 

temperatures. 

Turkdogan [I] and Rosncr [-?I. taken from Hills and Szckcly 
[4], arc depicted. 

The ligure shows the cnhanccment of the evaporation 

rates. O,,, > I, by fog formation in the tilm. Equation (7) 
clearly overestimates this enhancement because it does no1 

account for lhe eBcc1 of liberated latent hcdt in the fog layer 
on the temperature proflc in the tilm. The main dtflerencc 

between equations (5) and (8) on the one hand and equation 
(6) on the other is caused by the allowance made in the former 
equations for the reducing effect of injection on evaporation. 
The dilfercnce increases at increasing /, and c,. as might be 
expe$ed. 

Far /, = 2500 C injection already causes a reduction of 

about 50%. which will rise dramatically when the boiling 
lemperature of nickel (22915 C) is approached (that is lo 

say, c, approaches unity). A comparison with the depicted 
experimental data reveals that (owing to the assumption of 
the saturation condition) equations (5) and (8) still over- 
estimate O,,,. If the effect of supersaturation in the mixture 
were taken into account, El.,, would bc further reduced. 

Figure I reveals that the predictions of asymptotic and 
compound fog film model will correspond. This can be 
understood from the fact that both the numerator and the 
denominator of equations (5) and (8) are dominated by 

the Hdc,,, terms, which appear in the same form in both 

equations. Note that a similar agreement between both film 
models has also been found by Brouwers [8] for air water- 
vapour mixtures. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this note the fog film models of refs. [7. 81 have 
been utilized to predict the evaporation of nickel/iron alloys 
into helium. in particular its enhancement by fog formation 
and reduction by Stefan flow. The computations revealed 
that the asymptotic approximation solution and the com- 
pound fog film model closely correspond lo one another. 

Furthermore, by comparing the film model results with 
those of previous researchers, it was demonstrated that at 
higher interface temperatures and vapour fractions the sub- 
stantial enhancement is significantly reduced by the injection 
effect. Accordingly. the used expressions of refs. [7, 81 
are found to be more appropriate to situations where the 
vapour mass fraction is no longer negligible and, hence, an 

appreciable Stefan Row is encountered. The investigation 

further suggcstcd what a combined consideration of Stcfan 
llow and possible supersaturation would result in an cvcn 
better reprcscntation of the system examined. 
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